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Clipshare is an extremely powerful Joomla! extension that enables you to add video intros to your
posts. This extension will allows you to upload videos and embed them into the article or post.

Another great benefit of Clipshare is the compatibility with all 3rd party plugins for Joomla! 2.5 and
beyond. What is so unique about this amazing extension is that unlike many other extensions that
have specific limitations, this one works right out of the box and works with 3rd party extensions. It
is in no way a replacement for the clipshare install. It is an addon, meant to work alongside it. It is

made with the intention to play nicely with clipshare, and should function with it, but it does not alter
or replace any functions. ClipShare is a very popular Video website. It is now developed by ClipShare

Software for the purpose of generating additional revenue from your videos. It works in the same
manner as YouTube, except there is no video editing. Once you publish your video, it is

automatically playable on the website, without any further action from you. Videos uploaded to the
site are automatically categorized into predefined categories based on their category, enabling you

to find your videos easily. All themes are easy to customize and all the website's pages can be
loaded with no additional plug-ins and no programming effort. This gives you the flexibility to use the
website the way you want. ClipShare is an alternative to YouTube. Because ClipShare is script-based,

it can be configured to your need; you can choose themes of different languages, you can choose
different languages or different currencies in your hosting.
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Business Suite is a simple, yet powerful WordPress theme
which will bring any blog up-to-date. It features 6 included

pages: About, Latest news, Press pages, Testimonials,
Products, and Services. The theme works fine, but the

Developers know that it can be improved by using one of
our premium child themes. If you need custom design, you

can start with one of our visual web designer templates
available for download. It is possible to choose between

hundreds of web site templates and themes in the
marketplace to edit the look of your site, and we work with

third party developers to customize the functionality of your
web site as well. Install hundreds of todays most popular
scripts quickly and easily in just a few mouse clicks. Dont
forget, access to thousands of free web site templates,
themes and many popular web site builders, blogs and

content management systems like WordPress, WP Multi-
User, Joomla, MODX and Drupal are available once you have

access to your GlowHost account. Our script installers are
available in your control panel and are constantly updated
to have the latest versions and newest scripts available on

the web. Currently we offer Softaculous, or if you prefer, the
older Fantastico script installer is also available upon

request. Our script installers come included as part of your
cPanel control panel. ClipShare uses the well-known Smarty
Template Engine, and Bootstrap CSS platform in order for

you to easily customize the layout by modifying the
template files or integrate with your existing design.

Provide a pre-made WP theme designed for your services.
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Premium custom WP themes created by each of our
premium design team. This theme is compatible with a

countless number of plugins, such as WP All theme,
Revolution Slider, Revolution Lightbox, Drag and Drop Page

Builder, etc. 5ec8ef588b
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